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Kalmar county museum –

m in muse

Bridging Ages Secretary Gives us Hope

“Hope is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul
And sings the tune without the words
And never stops at all.”
Emily Dickinson
“The world is indeed full of peril, and in it there
are many dark places; but still there is much that
is fair, and though in all lands love is now
mingled with grief, it grows perhaps the
greater.”
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring

IIlls we deal with

I

n these past two years, we have all lived
amidst heartache and strife regardless of
our location on this earth. COVID-19 has
devastated the world and often, as shown most
notably in the United States, exposed the
underbelly of our societies and laid bare the
selfishness of our times. Racism and economic
disparity, carried with the tides of hate and
greed have risen more prominently of late and
washed over all of us. These ills that we deal
with as humans never abate but it seems that
in the last two years, they have become
overwhelming.

Hope still shines
Yet, in the midst of all our adversity, hope still
shines. I take great solace in being part of an
organization, Bridging Ages International,
which could well act as an example to the
world. We are people from all corners of the
globe working toward a common, selfless

endeavor: to promote local heritage
preservation and exploration by utilizing the
lessons and cautionary tales from the past to
better navigate the present and more
powerfully plan for the future. The Time Travel
method has helped countless participants and
practitioners, young and old, to imagine a
better tomorrow, instructed by mistakes of the
past.

Bridging Ages examples
The essence of hope is knowing that our lives
and our worlds can improve. This has
empowered many to work toward a more
sustainable, more equitable, more inclusive
and more just future. The Bridging Ages
community has many shining examples of this
type of resiliency. Stephen Labarakwe of Kenya
struggles every day trying to find solutions to
his nation’s ongoing drought and clean water
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problems. Hakan Adanir is an instrumental
force in creating a more ecologically
sustainable future in his beautifully diverse
Turkey. And Gulshera Khan, our president,
continues to work toward the betterment of
our organization while helping so many to
survive in her beloved South Africa amidst
COVID-19 devastation and civil unrest. And of
course all of our Bridging Ages’ Board and
community strive tirelessly to create a better
future through the powerful educational
method that is Time Travel.

Wherever we are and whatever we are dealing
with, hope remains. This season of goodwill
and giving is a reminder of the power of
believing that the world can and will become a
better place. May peace and love and goodwill
help us all to persevere!

Scott Green- USA
Bridging Ages Secretary

Crossroads in History
“The Final conference and an ending that feels more like a Beginning”- Gabriella

With its Final Conference taking
place from 28-30 September,
the Interreg South Baltic Project
Crossroads in History is coming
to an end.
The Conference was hosted by
the German Partner, Hanseatic
City of Wismar – Historic
Museum of Wismar. Due to the
pandemic, the Conference was
also digital, and participants
could join using Zoom

F

rom the Bridging Ages network, Ebbe
Westergren, Gulshera Khan, and Milena
Milošević
Micić
attended
the
Conference, giving talks about the origins of
the Time Travel Method and how it is used for
community building in South Africa and Serbia.
Partners from CROSSROADS presented their
Time Travel Events, organised within the
project, spanning from 1560 to 1985. Many of
the Partners are new to the Time Travel
Method and the conference became a great
opportunity to share experiences and connect
new contacts with more experienced “time
travellers” within the international Time Travel

community. The CROSSROADS Project will
always be grateful for the warm welcome it
received from the Bridging Ages network with
many Project Partners commenting afterwards
that the Final Conference felt more like a
beginning than an end.
Crossroads in History has given the Project
Partners an opportunity to create a South
Baltic network of cooperating museums from
Germany, Sweden, Poland, and Lithuania,
supported by Klaipėda University. In addition,
it has given us a unique opportunity to work
with the Time Travel Method enabling us to
look at the same historical issue from different
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regional perspectives. We, the Project
Partners, have been able to do Time Travel
events around one common theme – migration
– and explore this theme through our own
unique local stories and regional identities.
Through this we have concluded that, while
there are some local differences between the
Partners, evidenced in the implementation of
the Time Travel Method, the similarities
between us are greater. As one of the Partners
put it: “We all have our local stories and
dramatic historic events but when we talk it
over, we can see that there is a lot we have in

common. It is always about human rights,
happiness, and cooperation.”
A big thank you from all of us within
CROSSROADS and we hope to see you all again
soon!
Gabriella Johansson, Project Leader for
Crossroads in History

Above:
Time Travel to 1850s
Klaipeda Municipality
History Museum of
Lithuania Minor,
Lithuania

Time Travel to 1560
Hanseatic Museum of Wismar-Historic Museum of Wismar,
Germany
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Kalmar County Museum – a museum of the time

“The last two years have made many of us think about
change. We have earlier been protected from the stress
of keeping up with technology in our daily work. But our
way of dealing with changes now have made us less
scared and more flexible than before. All of a sudden,
nothing seems to be impossible, and we keep on
changing”
Museum educator Pia-Lena Björnlund in the podcast studio

K

almar county museum’s mission is to
meet people in their place in life. To look
them in the eye and tell a story that they
can relate to. To make people see their own
place in history and make them understand
that they can influence the future just as
people before them influenced the time we live
in right now. Doing this without de facto having
the people we are talking to in front of us, has
not been a real option before. It was previously
an emergency solution in extraordinary cases
but nothing we used as a firsthand alternative.
Until 2020…
Positive change
When the pandemic really hit in March 2020,
we at Kalmar county museum, like everyone
else, had to think in a new way. We are used to
change our minds quickly, “shoot from the hip”
and improvise when needed, but this was
beyond everything we have faced before. All
the museum activities were cancelled, often
with very short notice.
Something that was positive during this first otherwise so depressing - pandemic year, was
the creativity, ingenuity and willingness to
share, that arose between museums around
the country. Cultural institutions began to
inform each other about new opportunities
and discuss collaborations. Free digital
seminars and lectures were organized, where
new technology and live broadcasts were
discussed high and low. We shared both
success concepts and failures.

Because of new restrictions in Sweden in
November 2020, the museum in Kalmar had to
close. Many colleagues started working from
their homes and the only time you saw them
was via Teams and Zoom.
New technique
The "new normal" began to appear. Our
lectures were broadcast live on-line. We
started a podcast "The Museum Magazine", we
made digital guides for schools using mobile
phones and Gimbal. We also filmed several of
our exhibitions and programs. It was invested
in new technology with cameras, telephones
and audio equipment, and all of this became
for many of us a big step outside our comfort
zone. But we did it!

Kalmar county museum, Sweden - Wikidata
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We also started organizing more and more
outdoor events. Microphones with associated
earphones were purchased, so that all
participants could stand at a safe distance from
each other and still hear the guide well. In
addition, the guide does not have to strain
his/her voice and even those who move a little
slower and risk falling behind always hear what
the guide says.
We will continue with these new ways of
working. Right now, we broadcast lectures live
online, and we also have an audience on site.
Schools and companies that have a long way to
the town of Kalmar, or have offices at several
places in the country, book us digitally instead.
The digital alternatives have not replaced the
public meetings, but we have stepped over a
high threshold. This has made it easier for the
museum to meet also those who for various
reasons do not have the opportunity to come
to the museum in Kalmar.

A film about the royal ship Kronan, in the making.
Photo: Stefan Siverud

Pia-Lena Björnlund, Museum Educator,
Kalmar County Museum

South Africa - Time Travel back to 1995:
Women Rights are Human Rights

On 10 December 2021, The
Museum Service of the
Department of Arts and
Culture in the KwaZulu-Natal
Province of South Africa held
a Time Travel event in
partnership with the Siege
Museum of the Alfred Duma
Municipality in Ladysmith

Radikobo Ntsimane is an active member
of Bridging Ages and also part of the
Bridging Ages Election Committee.
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The 16th days of Activism for None Violence Against Women and Children is an international
awareness-raising campaign that takes place every year from 25 November to 10th December.
Emphasis is on acknowledging that indeed women and children are facing physical and
emotional abuse. This year the focus in South Africa was on gender-based violence, misogynistic
tendencies and femicide and on what each and every person could do to ensure that the abuse
does not continue.

D

uring the planning session a woman working in the Office of the Mayor insisted that the theme
of the Time Travel covers all the groups she works with in the different communities. The idea
of bringing people with disabilities, senior citizens, and the youth excited us at Museum Service
because the department has been asking us to work with various groups.

Time Travel event held during Covid 19 restrictions in South Africa

The theme chosen by the government to address the gender-based violence, misogynistic tendencies
and femicide was Beyond Awareness Towards Accountability.
For years the government has been trying to educate men and women that women and children are
an integral part of society and should be treated with respect and love. Unlike every year during the
16 Days of Activism against the abuse of Women and Children when emphasis was on acknowledging
that indeed women and children were facing physical and emotional abuse, this year the shift was on
what each and every South African could do to ensure that the abuse discontinues
The Municipality decided on the night before the event to move the Time Travel venue to a town hall
outside the city and use the one originally planned. Cleaning and transporting people caused delay
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but the Time Travel did happen eventually. The scenario was that the community of Mnambithi in
Ladysmith met in 1995 to draw laws to be added on the new constitution to replace 1993 Constitution
of the Government of National Unity. The women who were in the majority made strong contributions
in heated debates on how women should be protected by the Constitution of the Republic. Among
others they wanted the following laws:







Women should retire and receive the Old Age pension at the age of 50 years.
First child of a woman who happens to come about as a result of rape should be raised
by the government.
Women should not be forced to give sexual favours in return for employment.
Women should receive equal opportunity to jobs and equal pay as men doing the same
job.
Women should dress as they wish and be wherever they choose without being attacked
by men.

Someone went behind the organizers and recruited a full mini-bus taxi of women senior citizens to
participate. They did not know what the gathering was about but they came and participated as if they
were part of the planning group. It was evident as the woman working in the Mayor’s Office insisted,
that the theme of the Time Travel was important to all the groups she works with. Even the group she
did not invite. Covid 19 protocols militated against the event because we could not stay longer in the
venue which was by the way wider than the original one. If there is anything learnt from the
experience, it was that the women could express what should happen to the 1996 Constitution to
combat abuse directed to them and their children.
Radikobo Ntsimane, Deputy Director, KZN
Department of Arts and Culture, South
Africa
“The
Ladysmith
Siege
Museum is
acclaimed as one of the best Anglo Boer
War museums in South Africa.
Built in 1884 as a market house, it served as
a ration post for civilians during the Siege
of Ladysmith and the Anglo Boer War of
1899 to1902.”
https://www.battlefieldsroute.co.za
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